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News Briefs Homework hotline developed
Keeney new student body president
Mike Keeney, a junior mechanical engineering major,
will head up the Student Government Association (SGA) in
the spring. He defeated Jody
Snodgrass in the election held
on Feb. 5 by the count of 198
to 161 with 24.4 percent of the
student body coming out to
the polls.
Keeney, who has been
actively involved in SGA all
year, won on a platform of increasing student awareness
concerning student government. Keeney's first big step
in bettering SGA public relations is choosing a historian,
which will be done by the end
of the winter quarter.
The election turn-out was
over ten percent lower than
the 1990 election. Student government executives attribute

VOTE
the low turn-out to the low
number of candidates for the
presidential and vice presidential positions.
Keeney, vice president Jeff
Haggerty and the newly
selected treasurer will attend
their first Board of Managers
meeting during finals week of
the winter quarter.

Rose to receive microscope
by Joseph Batt
Staff Reporter
Sony Digital Audio and Disk
Corporation (DAD) is donating a scanning electron
microscope to Rose-Hulman.
The donation also includes installation and five years of
service. Microscopes of this
type are expensive to maintain.
The microscope, capable of
magnifications of 15 to 200,000
times the original size, was
replaced soon after Sony DAD
had acquired it. Michael
Mueller, a professor of chemistry who is in charge of the
project, stated that for the
most part, the microscope is
new."
The electron microscope is

about the size of a large desk
and displays to a built in CRT
and is worth about $25,000.
Undergraduates will be
able to use the new microscope in chemistry labs, mechanical engineering experiments and physics experiments. It will be located
in the physical chemistry laboratory on the first floor of
Moench Hall.
The microscope might be
put into use as soon as spring
quarter. There are some
plumbing and electrical connections that need to be
moved before installation can
take place.
"It is pretty exciting that
we are getting this instrument," Mueller added.

Olivera and del Moral bring
Spanish dance to Rose
by Stevi Roush
Spanish dancers Pascual
Olivera and Angela del Moral,
known internationally for
their unique style, will perform in Moench Hall Auditorium on Feb. 9 as part of
the college's Fine Arts Series.
This is the fourth national
tour for the couple, who were
married in 1976.

nao, Alan King, Lawrence
Welk and Gorden McRae.
Del Moral, a native of
Spain, has been dancing professionally since she was
three years old. She won her
first international dance at
age 13.
A former prima ballerina,
del Moral has made six movies in Spain and was first
soloist for the National FestiOlivera, born in Canton, val
Spanish Dance Company.
Ohio, began his dance studies
The dance program is
at nine years old. Three years
scheduled to begin at 7:30
later his family moved to
p.m. Tickets will be available
Spain, where Olivera studied
at the door. Prices are $3 for
with Spanish dance masters
Jose Greco and Ramon Roy. adults, $1.50 for senior
citizens and non-Rose stuHe became the first
dents. For ticket information
American-born Spanish resident to receive a professional persons can call 877-8346.
This is the fifth program in
license for Spanish dance.
the Fine Arts Series for the
Returning to America, 1990-91 academic year. FuOlivera performed with his ture programs are the popown concert dance troupe, the ular Engineers In Concert on
Presidents's Council for the March 16 and a performance
Arts, and Army Special Serv- by the Audubon Quartet from
ices. He has appeared on the Virginia Polytechnic Institute
"Tonight Show With Johnny and State University on April
Carson" and performed with 23. Both shows are scheduled
Frank Sinatra, Jose Felici- in Moench Hall Auditorium.

Show your colors Wabash Valley
by Chief Ledbetter
In support of all service
men and women and their
families, there will be a parade on Feb. 9 stepping off at
12:00 noon and beginning at
the War Memorial at Third
and Wabash continuing to
Thirteenth Street.
We are asking for anyone
willing to support this and
participate to please make
this a success.
Any special interest groups

with Vigo County schools
by Jim Ockers
Staff Reporter
A "Homework Hotline" is
currently being developed by the
Vigo County School Corporation
(VCSC) in conjunction with the
universities of Terre Haute. Using the hotline, high school and
junior high school students would
be able to call for help with
homework problems or with understanding the class material.
The homework hotline is intended to be a joint community
outreach project between local
colleges and the VCSC. College
students will tutor callers in
math, science and other subjects
once the project is fully under
way.
According to Mike Helmecki of
the Learning Center, a pilot program for math tutoring only will
take place at Rose-Hulman this
spring. If it is a success, the program will be expanded to include
science. Also, other colleges will
then start similar programs.
According to James Eifert,
vice president for academic
affairs, the measure of success
of the program will be the num-

ber of calls received and the
general feeling of helpfulness the
tutors experience. One telephone
line will be available to begin
with, and the timing (although
tentative) will likely be from
7:00 to 10:00 p.m.
Tutors will be trained by the
Learning Center and will have
textbooks for the appropriate
classes offered by the VCSC.
However, the training for these
positions will not be as extensive
as the training for Learning Center employees.
Eifert also said that the job of
tutor will probably be a workstudy job, and that Susan Smith
of the Learning Center will
organize it.
The Learning Center will try to
interest groups such as honorary
fraternities in participating in
this as a service project. According to Helmecki, the Blue Key
fraternity is the only one that has
been contacted so far.
Since vacation breaks do not
match up between Rose-Hulman
and the VCSC, Eifert suggested
that faculty members could volunteer to staff the hotline during

Susan Smith
times that college students are
not available.
Bill Kirby, the assistant superintendent of the VCSC, initiated
the program. The idea of the
project is to present the material
to the students who call in a way
that can be understood by them.
Since most calls will likely be
concerning homework, the material can be presented while explaining the homework.

Rose ROTC lacks the possibility of deployment
by Joseph Batt
None of Rose Hulman's ROTC
cadets have been deployed because of the war in the Persian
Gulf. Cadets in the senior ROTC
program will not be deployed because they are more valuable as
officers.
"The public and Rose students
should realize the high quality of
the military in general, and officers in particular," remarked
Major Seiter of the Rose-Hulman
ROTC program.
The armed forces are
completely volunteer, and
according to Major Seiter, "it is
the best most capable military
that we have ever had." He went
on to explain that nobody wants
a draft. The politicians look bad,

the military has to fight to get
the men to do anything, and the
men themselves do not want to
be involved in the fighting.
Some of Rose cadet units have
been deployed, which leads to
strange situations. For instance
all of the officers of a particular
unit were deployed to the gulf

which left a female ROTC cadet
as the only officer. Although she
had no power, she was the only
one of the unit capable of command.
Major Seiter said, "we (the
ROTC program) are not looking
for guys who can just find their
way to the library, but guys who
can run five miles and think on
their feet." He was stressing that
ROTC scholarships are not given
to any student who can't get the
money for college anywhere
else.
Major Seiter felt that RoseHulman should be very proud to
be part of a system that can
make technological advancements, not only destructive but
potentially life saving.

Rose helps blood donation efforts to aid
servicemen and women in Persian Gulf
•

•

Rose Hulman has completed
its winter quarter blood drive
with much success. The blood
drive comes at a critical time
when Central Indiana Regional
Blood Center (CIRBC) has
agreed to voluntarily provide up
to 100 units of blood a week to
Operation Desert Storm if the
military needs them.
CIRBC will ship the blood only
if the National Blood Exchange
calls for civilian assistance.
Currently, CIRBC has not
shipped any blood to the Persian
Gulf.
By volunteering to supply units
if called, CIRBC joins 40 contracted centers and approximately 50 civilian blood
centers who have volunteered to
provide blood .
Blood donations have increased and remained steady at
CIRBC since the outbreak of the
war in the Persian Gulf. CIRBC

•

Percent Blood Donation
Winter Quarter
60
PI Kappa Alpha

51
Deming 2

40
§ENG
Deming Attic

MIIII1
SIgnu. Nu

10

Slalerrt gay
asks that donors continue to give age, weigh at least 110 pounds
blood regularly. Eligible donors and be in good health. For more
should be at least 17 years of information, call (317) 927-1613.

MOM'S NIGHT
are encouraged to march
together and show your colors.
For additional information
please call Chief Ledbetter at
Naval Reserve Center or call
234-6988.

TALENT ON THE BOARDS
Rose Basketball vs. Hanover College, 3 p.m.
ROSE-HULMAN DINNER THEATER:
Acting Talent with
Dinner served in Hulman Union,
5:30 p.m.
"Hope is the Thing with Feathers,"
"Ledge, Ledger, and Legend"
Musical Talent with the Rose-Hulman Band
and "Sleeping Beauty"
and Glee Club
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Opinion

Give the press a chance
Recently, The Rose Thorn was
an innocent victim of terrorism.
It appears that some one has
taken it upon himself to censor
the campus from the information
and views expressed in the
Thorn. Specifically, last week's
issues of The Rose Thorn were
cleverly disguised as waste and
placed in an SGA recycling bin.
It is highly likely that this was
done on purpose by a fully
"sane" person.
The discovery was made
almost entirely by chance. We,
(the staff), were able to salvage
a large portion of the issues and
restore them to their usual location of that little metal frame
near the Mail Room. Our speed
in this operation was such that
many students never even
noticed that the issues were missing and were astonished to hear
it. We are indeed grateful to fate
for our luck in this.
However, it remains that a
person (or persons) found it
necessary to destroy our Thorn.
Granted, the Thorn is not as
widely read as many publications and the issues may not
have left that tray anyway, but
we insist on taking that risk. A
great deal of volunteer effort

goes into The Rose Thorn, with
no less than 36 people-hours being spent on each issue.
We feel that the Thorn serves
as a forum for public opinion and
a voice for the students. Any letters to the editor have been
printed in an attempt to give balance to our viewpoints. Overall,
we wish the Thorn to be a source
of news and a service to the
Rose-Hulman community.
It causes one to pause, when
faced with the dilemma of why a
person would do such a drastic
and destructive act. Is the Thorn
that awful? Are we doing that
poorly of a job? Of course, everyone realizes that we are

amateurs and that anyone is welcome to try their hand at writing
for the paper if they wish. Could
it be that the views voiced in the
Thorn are offensive?
Certainly the current Thorn is
not more offensive than its recent history. The past issues with
a racist, chauvinistic, closedminded and arrogant "humor"
page could not be better than our
latest efforts. Even if our paper
were a pimple on the countenance of Rose-Hulman, a flaw in
that diamond in the rough, or an
airball in that basketball-game
of ethics, it would still deserve to
be printed.
There are many places in the

Letters to the Editor
Disillusioned senior's calculator returned
EDITOR'S NOTE: In last
week's issue, the Thorn published a letter from a senior
who was disillusioned by the
apparent theft of some of his
personal possessions. The calculator was returned anonymously with the note
printed below. Due to the unusual circumstances, the staff
has agreed to reprint the letter in its entirety anonymously. A reply from
Scott House follows.
Dear Mr. House,
I am truly happy to have
finally found the owner of the

HP 48SX I found.
I wanted to return it in person, but judging from the article you submitted to the
Thorn, I opted to return it anonymously.
I have been "looking" for
the owner as you put it, but
was unable to locate you. I've
never owned an HP, and I am
not familiar with them at all.
I looked on the outside of the
calculator and inside the case
for a name, but I found nothing. It never occurred to me
to check this "expansion slot"
you spoke of.
Since the snowy, icy morning I found it, the calculator

has been inside my desk
drawer. I considered posting
or turning to APO Lost and
Found, but I decided against
such actions. Since I found no
evidence of the proper owner,
how could I have felt confident I would get it to the
proper owner?
Well, enough said. Here is
your returned HP 48SX. I ask
for no reward, but only that
you somehow inform me (via
the public) that you have it in
your ownership once again.
Best of luck,
"Skiddy"

world where a person cannot
speak out in public, even if he or
she has nothing to say. These
countries are what we compare
ourselves to when we wish to
prove how great the United
States is. The fantastic part
about being American isn't professional football and pizza delivery services (although they, too,
are important to our nation's
survival). It is and always has
been the basic freedoms to strive
for a better life. The pursuit of
happiness is facilitated through a
combination of the freedoms of
expression, religion, THE
PRESS, and our basic human
rights!
By exercising all of our freedoms together, we as a people
can diagnose problems, form
solutions, implement them, and
evaluate them. We can improve
the overall existence for one another. This is a recursive process
and the press is vitally important
to keep the flow of information
smooth. It is a process of
cooperation between all of the
citizens of our country, whether
their opinions disagree or not.
The process, I believe, is called
progress.
I would appeal to those parties

involved in the sabotage of last
week's Rose Thorn. Please
reconsider your actions and see
if deep in your heart, there may
not have been an ulterior motive.
Maybe you were disgusted with
the latest editorial? Maybe your
pet caterpillar went into his cocoon? Or maybe your Circuits
class had a field trip and you
couldn't go because your parents
forgot to fill out the consent
form? Regardless of the cause,
we at the Thorn have decided not
to carry out any physical retaliation unless fired upon. We seek a
peaceful solution and are prepared to forgive and forget this
little slight.
We here at the Thorn will continue to do the best job that we
can and encourage any criticism
that our readers can provide. We
would like to discourage the
symbolic and otherwise uninformative destruction of our
work. I personally would like to
thank the parties involved for
taking an interest in the Thorn
and for opting to use the recycling bin as their tool rather than a
garbage can. Just as a reminder,
though, the Rose Thorn's address is Box 170, 5500 Wabash
Ave., Terre Haute IN 47803.

Dear Skiddy,
I would both like to tnank
you and apologize to you.
When I wrote my letter last
week, it was not my intention
to group you in with the thief
who robbed me earlier, but
upon rereading both your letter and mine, it is obvious
many people could (and you
did) interpret my letter as doing so. Since it was your
stated intention to return the
calculator when you found the
proper owner, I apologize for
any insult to your integrity. I
am also sorry that I did not
get to thank you in person, because no matter how cynical I
sounded, what I wanted most
of all was to get my calculator
back. For your and anyone
else's information, APO will
not release a calculator. or

anything else for that matter,
until the owner has demonstrated that the article does,
in fact, belong to him. When I
turned in the HP-28S at the
end of first quarter, they
made the owner (who had
turned in a 'lost' report)
match the serial numbers.
Next time, don't worry.
On a side and almost unrelated note: To whoever it
was that stole my beer krug Throwing it away was an
even (worse) thing to do than
merely swiping it. Thanks
again, Neil, for rescuing it.
And thanks again Skiddy, for
returning my calculator. I
may not be much less disillusioned, but I'm considerably less disheartened.
Scott House

Album reviews: Galaxie 500, Boogie Down Productions, The Hollow Men
by Jon Madison
WMHD-FM Guest Columnist
Until I entered this school, I
may not have been caught dead
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listening to groups like Galaxie
500 or The Hollow Men in front of
my peers. Upon listening to like
Boogie Down Productions and
entrance into this environment, I
have changed my thinking somewhat.
Saturday night, 9:45 PM, Feb.
2, 1991, I sat in the room of my
"next door neighbor" getting
ready to listen to a CD that he
suggested I review. I was not too
thrilled about the idea, since I
had never heard this group before and this person in particular
listens to some pretty strange
music. It was Galaxie 500's latest
CD, This is Our Music. I'd put it
off for too long now. I inserted
the CD into the player and, oops!
I felt pretty embarrassed. This
CD was great! The first song,
Fourth of July, started this journey into the unknown of great!
I was pretty sure that they
would have one more fan to add
to their club. This album is extremely soothing. Never mind
some of the typical alternative
lyrics such as "I wrote a poem
on a dog biscuit-. The focus is
not so much on this. In fact, the
majority of the songs begin with
lyrics and about the last minute
or two break into beautiful instrumentals. The nine (some
cuts are very long) songs, especially one of my favorites,
Summertime, had a nice dose of
Dean Wareham's rich electric
guitar a la sixties style) that
made this album (using a word

that I've picked up at this institution) "kuuhl!" No comparison
intended, but fans of the Velvet
Underground will love this one.
I must admit, however, after
being subjected to this mellow
music for an hour or so, and having been awake for just about all
day, I got a little drowsy. (It's
not the album's fault, even
though it would definitely calm
the savage beast.) It was over
right on time. I mustered up
enough energy to get out of my
lazy chair and switch discs.
Edutainment (Education +
Entertainment), Boogie Down
Productions' latest album
literally made me wake up with
KRS-ONE shouting "Wake up!
Take the pillow off your head,
and put a book in it!" O.K.! I'm
up! Of course, rap music is intended for you to listen to the
lyrics, as the self-billed "teacher" KRS-ONE (Knowledge
Reigns Supreme Over Nearly
Everyone) explains in one of his
many "exhibits" on this album.
Exhibit A: "Rap is the only...the
last voice in black America today." He may well be correct on
this point.
Boogie Down Productions have
not yet (to my knowledge) gone
platinum on any of their records,
but yet remain a major force in
hip-hop music. KRS (Kris Parker) knows this himself, but he
will not "sell out" to anyone.
(Time will tell.) There are, of
course, dubious statements
wrade throughout the album

which, in my opinion, border
upon some of the teachings of the
Black Muslims. Such as in the
song entitled Beef, in which he
explains how cows live under
stress and fear, and these cells
are preserved when you eat the
meat.
Many of his lyrics truly will astound you, shock you, and maybe
offend you.. "He (the Black
Man) was hung by the so-called
Christians/ who went to church
and did not listen/ see Jesus
couldn't stand politics...from
Jesus to right now/ every time a
Black Man speaks up, Kapow!" from the title track, Edutainment. But I believe that everyone has a right to an opinion,
right, wrong, or a combination of
the two, and this man's opinion is
definitely worth listening to.
The best song of the album,
however, is what we in the hiphop community refer to as
a"Gangsta" song. The first single from the album, Love's Gonna Get 'Cha (Material Love)
chronicles a young ghetto boy in
his love for material things and
his eventual downfall(?). Driven
by a "fonky" beat and plenty of
the bass that rap fans have come
to love, Love's Gonna Get 'Cha
truly shows the meaning of
Edutainment. The video is a
must see.
After listening to the CD (for
about the x000th time of my life)
I was feeling somewhat drowsy

again. Time to change discs. It
was time to hear The Hollow
Men's first American release,
Cresta. Talk about an album that
I love! The first six songs are
great, focusing on the instrumental make-up of the band
(which is excellent) with tunes
like the current single, November Comes.
The rest of them are pure magic
for me. They worked. Through
the power of positive sampling.
the men who are hollow make
the entire album worth buying.
Headstruck is one of the "kuuhlest" songs that I've heard. It has
a deep bassline over a sampled
disco beat with a mellow INXSstyle singing and the repetitious
sound of an electric guitar (gone
shaft-style) in the mix. Another
inductee into my All-time Favorite Song Hall 0' Fame. You'd
better get this one or else!
It seems to have been a very
satisfying night for me.
Overall (out of 5):
Galaxie 500 - This is Our Music
- 3.5
Boogie Down Productions Edutainment - 4
The Hollow Men - Cresta - 4
Others to check out:
B-52's - Party Mix
Mesopotamia - 4.5 (a classic?)
Happy Mondays - Pills, Thrills,
and Bellyaches - 3 (good listenin')
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Sports

Cummings learning to accept part-time role at Rose-Hulman
While eating dinner recently
with a group of Rose-Hulman
basketball players, Bedford's
Jamie Cummings was asked the
questions he's no doubt answered
a hundred times within the past
11 months.
"What was it like to play in the
Hoosier Dome?"
"What's Damon Bailey really
like?"
"I bet you can get tickets to Indiana University basketball
games, huh?"
Yes, it wasn't too long ago that
Cummings teamed with Bailey
to help lead Bedford North Lawrence High School to the 1990 Indiana high school basketball
championship-in front of 40,000
fans at the Hoosier Dome in Indianapolis.
Now, he's patiently waiting his
turn as a reserve point guard at
Rose-Hulman (16-6). one of the
top midwest teams in NCAA Division III. Most of Cummings'
playing time has come on the

Jamie Cummings
Junior varsity team (5-2), scoring 13 points in an 85-74 victory
over Franklin College on Dec. 9.

He has played in 13 varsity
games.
"It's like starting over. I'm
trying to contribute wherever I
can - working hard in practice,
encouraging the players from
the bench and being mentally
prepared to come into the
game,- says Cummings, a freshman mechanical engineering
major. "I'm adjusting to the
situation.
"There were no promises that
I'd come here and play right
away," he said. -At RoseHulman, I've quickly realized
that everything is earned - in
the classroom and on the basketball court."
Last year's state tournament
success prevented Cummings
from attending any RoseHulman games. He admits to
having misconceptions about the
level of basketball being played
at Indiana's small colleges.
"I thought it (Division III) was
a level better than the competi-

Rose hopes to keep playoff hopes alive

by Ken Koziol
Sports Editor
Shook Fieldhouse will host the
last home game of the season
tomorrow afternoon for the
Engineer basketball team. After
coming off of a hard-fought loss
at DePauw University, 65-53,
Rose-Hulman will take on the
Hanover Panthers. The visitors
(15-8) have already defeated the
Engineers on their home court,
72-60.
"Hanover always offers us a
difficult challenge," Coach Bill
FenIon said. Last season, how-

ever, his team was victorious in
Terre Haute by a count of 72-69.
The Panthers are led by an excellent center in 6-6 senior Tim
Kessling. He is averaging just
over 16 points per game on the
season and poured in 26 against
Rose earlier in the year.
The Engineers will enter their
final home game with records of
16-7 (5-6), following the loss
Wednesday in Greencastle. Scott
Beach continued to come out of
his slump leading the team for
second straight game with 16
points. But he couldn't do it all.

Rose committed 15 turnovers to
the Tigers' six, and the hosts hit
62 percent of their shots in the
second half for the ICAC victory.
Coach FenIon was not overly
upset though, because the team
still played well. The team outrebounded their opponents 28-21,
and nailed all eight of their freethrows.
Rose will attempt to keep its
playoff hopes alive tomorrow
afternoon at 3 p.m. against the
Hanover Panthers. Come out and
support the Engineers!!!

Track team improves with indoor season
by Ken Koziol
Sports Editor
The Rose-Hulman track team
had many of its members in action last week. In order to gain
the necessary training and experience for the outdoor season, a
number of indoor meets are used
to the advantage of Coach Bill
Welch's athletes. Last Wednesday some Engineers competed at
Indiana State University while
others travelled to Indiana University on Friday.
Although these indoor meets
may be looked at as merely a
stepping stone for the outdoor
season and a drive towards the
conference championship or
national meet, most of RoseHulman's athletes have used
them to continuously improve.
Junior Tom Finkbiner has
proved just that fact as he im-

proved on the school record he
set a week earlier in the 35 pound
weight. His mark of 43'-5" overshadowed his previous record of
42-1". Perhaps he is looking forward to the outdoor season, but
inside closed doors Finkbiner is
already showing his strength.
A host of Engineers competed
in the 400 meter dash at ISU
where junior Corey House led the
team with a time of 53.8. House,
a member of the Rose soccer
team, is a newcomer to the track
team but already finding a place
in the standings.
The meet at IU showed many
of the Engineer distance runners
as well as the mile relay team.
The relay team ran a fair 3:39.9.

FAST FUNDRAISING
PROGRAM

At this point in the season, the
team made of three freshmen
and a junior is running at a pace
that is not far off of what will be
needed by the Spring.
Junior Chris Wilson competed
in the 3000 meter run with a time
of 9:02.5, which is quite good for
this time of the year. Sophomore
Brett Mazany finished the 5000
meter run in a time of 16:15.4
which was his all-time best indoors.
The next opportunity for
competition for the Engineers
will be on Friday February 15 in
the Intercollegiate Meet at Indiana University. While some
athletes travel to Bloomington,
others will take their abilities to
Charleston, Illinois to compete at
Eastern Illinois University on
the 16th.

tion we (Bedford) faced in the
state championships, or the team
had good high school players
with major injuries that had kept
them from playing for bigger
colleges," the 6-foot guard said.
He's had a quick change of
heart.
"People may not realize how
good Rose-Hulman's basketball
team really is, or the level of
competition we play," said Cummings, son of Mike and Janie
Cummings of Bedford. "There
are teams in the Indiana Col-

legiate Athletic Conference with
6-foot-9 forwards that can hit 3point shots, strong inside players
and talented guards. Every
game is a challenge."
Besides Rose-Hulman, the
ICAC includes such strong teams
as DePauw University, last
year's runner-up in the Division
III post-season tournament
Taylor University, ranked in the
NAIA's top 20; Franklin anu
Hanover College. Wabash College, Anderson University and
Manchester College round out
the eight-team conferenee

Bowlers set record
by Eric Geib
Sports Writer
The Rose-Hulman Bowling
Team finished 11th out of 13
teams at the ACU-I Region 9
Tournament last weekend at
the University of Illinois, despite some excellent scores.
The team eclipsed the 10.00
mark for a game for the first
time in club history.
The weekend started out
okay with senior Phil Banet
shooting a 224 and Rob Harmon, a 214 en route to a team
score of 854. The next game,
however, saw no deuces shot
as the total dipped to 821. It
was the third game of the
morning set, however, that
saw the team set the school
record for a single game.
Sophomore Gerard Madlambayan led the scoring with
an awesome 267. Banet added
a 203 and Harmon shot a 201.
Sophomore Dick Davis contributed a 202 and first-year
bowler Todd DeVore chipped
in a 160 for a team total of
1033, 36 pins higher than the
previous record of 997.
The afternoon shift saw
Harmon shoot a 195, 222, and
227 for a nice three-game set
of 644. The team's best afternoon total was 917 in the third

game.
Sunday morning picked up
slow with only Banet throwing
a deuce in the first game, a
nice 221 for a team total of
891. Harmon came back in
game 2 with a sparkling 265 in
a 955 team game. The third
game total dipped back down
to 858, but included a 217 for
Madlambayan and a 211 for
Harmon. Harmon's Sunday
total equaled 652.
Overall Harmon led the
team with a sharp 210 average, followed by Madlambayan with a 198. The final
standings seemingly didn't reflect the team's bowling, however, their ever-present
nemesis, inconsistency, counteracted the good scores that
were thrown.
The season is winding down
for the club with the final outing planned for March 9-10 at
the Buckeye Classic at Ohio
State, traditionally the most
exciting tournament of the
year. The team hopes to be
able to host their own tournament next year at one of the
local bowling centers. The
club also continues to run the
intramural program and hope
to achieve varsity status as
early as next year.
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Features
Rose Drama Club to present three one-act plays
by John Knight
and Scott Sprehn
The Rose Drama Club will perform three one-act plays this and
next weekend, "Ledge, Ledger
and the Legend," "Sleeping
Beauty," and "Hope is the Thing
With Feathers." The three

comedies, directed by Matt
Lovell, Lance Reger and Steve
Varga and Steve Vinson,
respectively, will be performed
Feb. 9 at the Mom's Night dinner, and in Moench Hall auditorium on Feb. 15 and 16 at
7:30 p.m. Admission to the
second-week shows for Rose students is free, $2 for non-students.

Auditions for the Drama Club's
spring musical, "The Pirates of
Penzance," will be held on
Thursday and Saturday of first
week spring quarter. Auditioners
should come prepared with
something (nearly anything) to
sing. Needed are several chorus
roles, male and female leads,
and techies.

r-YOUIT-Aig MO' L DONOR CARD
I hereby authorize the termination of my life for any of the following
SIGNED,

CHECK ONE OF THE FOLLOWING:
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ero Save,
5.
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rainit(to
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R.A. SPOTLIGHT
NAME: Doug Tougaw
HOMETOWN: St.
Francisville, Ill. (pop-

ulation 851)
MAJOR: EE

(of

course!)
FAVORITE CLASS: Any
class taught by Dr.
Hoover.
UNFAVORITE CLASSGraph Comm. (I
just hated it!)
FAVORITE MUSICAL
GROUP: Wilson Phillips, Billy Joel.
FAVORITE PART ABOUT BEING AN RA: Living in
the attic.
AVERAGE BEDTIME: 2:17 a.m.
PASTIMES: Reading, arm wrestling, explaining tran-

sistors.
FAVORITE QUOTE: "Gee, you get straight A's, you

must not have to study."
FAVORITE TV SHOWS: Star Trek - The Next Genera-

n ACT OF TABLOID HEROISM

7.;

tion, Tiny Toons.
SPORTS HEROES: Lou Holtz, Larry Bird, Mike Ditka,

Orel Hersheiser.
FUTURE PLANS: Graduate school at Notre Dame.
FAVORITE PART OF FILLING OUT GRAD. SCHOOL
APPLICATIONS: "Defining your life in 300 words or

less."
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SPRING BREAK Cancun
from $399.00! Includes roundtrip air, 7 nights hotel, tequila
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small group-earn free trip
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Clarismatic 4JIass
Hall
St. Ben's, Hellman
Terre Haute
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Feb. 14 at 7 p.m.
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for more information

Give your heart
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Association
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Indoor Track
Little State
Invitational
Shook Fieldhouse

Vol. 26, No.19

Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology

RHA/SMWC/SAB

Tfittifis:

Obstacle Coarse
and Olympics

March 9, 10 a.m.

March 9, 11 a.m.

News Briefs
MAPLE calculus program extended
by Jim Ockers
Staff Reporter
A decision has been made
by the mathematics department to use either MAPLE or
Mathematica in all calculus
classes during the next academic year.
According to George Berzsenyi, Mathematics Department Chairman, all eight calculus sections not in the Integrated Curriculum will be using computer algebra programs. Also, he said that the
use of such programs in upper
level mathematics courses
next year depends on the
availability of computer hardware.
Berzsenyi said that the
choice of the software package to be used depends on
whether or not MAPLE is
ported to the NeXT platform,
and the comparison of the features and quality of the new
releases of each program.
Berzsenyi stated that stu-

dents who had MAPLE calculus will not have to use Mathematica in their differential
equations classes. Even if
Mathematica is the software
of choice for next year's calculus classes, people who
started mathematics with
MAPLE will finish with it.
Berzsenyi told the Thorn
that plans call for RoseHulman to buy 60 new NeXTstations, to provide a total of
four classrooms with NeXTs
in operation. He also said that
as soon as the demand for the
SYMLAB from present students is diminished, he hopes
to open it to students who
have had MAPLE calculus or
differential equations in the
past so that they will not be
cut off from the software. He
hopes that they will be able to
use it for other engineering
courses, but he said that "at
this point we are kind of
stretched."

SGA and Athletic Department
extend fieldhouse hours
by Brock Taylor
The Student Government
Association recently approached athletic director
Scott Duncan asking to extend
the hours that the fieldhouse
remained open to 12:30 a.m.
SGA had received several
requests from students wish-

ing to use the fieldhouse but
were unable to because of intramural sports. Duncan
called a meeting with the athletic coaches and they agreed
to extend the fieldhouse hours
to 12:30 at least until the intramurals are over.

Amateur photography contest
Calling photographers ages
18 to 24 to participate in a
competition. Professional
photographers not eligible.
The competition is sponsored by the Indiana Chapter
of the National Society of Arts
and Letters whose purpose is
to promote the arts to young
people.
Each year a competition is
held focusing on a different
discipline: arts, dance, literature, music and theater. Indiana chapter prizes include:
$500 for first; $350 for second;
and $200 for third place. The
winning print goes on to the
national competition: first

place winning $5,000; $4,000
second; and $3,000 third.
The winners from each
chapter will have two photographs hung in the Richmond
Virginia Museum of Fine Arts
through the month of June.
Photographic work must be
created since Jan. 1, 1989. A
contestant can submit up to
five monochromatic or color
prints (unframed). The deadline is March 15, 1991. For
further information contact
Indiana Chapter of National
Society of Arts and Letters,
Mrs. Ford, 5940 Evanston
Ave., Indianapolis, IN 46220.

Comedian Richard Jeni benefits
from campus comedy boom
by Dacia Dorries
(CPS) - Students steal his
posters. They flock to campuses to see him, and when
they do, they give him standing ovations.
With 40 percent of his tour
dates at colleges and universities, Richard Jeni has become
one of the hottest acts to hit
college campuses.
He's not alone. Comedy
entertainment is fast becoming one of the most-demanded
genres by collegians, observers say.
"I think it's grown
amazingly in the last five
years," affirmed Lou Ross of
the National Association for
Campus Activities.
While Jeni is "one of the
more popular," even unknown comics are attracting
hordes of students, Ross says.
"Students will take a
chance and show up to see"
lesser-known comics, Ross
said.
With higher drinking ages,
most students have had to
look for an alternative to the
bar scene, and many campus

entertainment programmers
are turning to comedy to
draw students out, Ross said.
Although Jeni performs for
many non-college audiences,
he prefers the campus tours,
and spends 40 percent of his
show time on the collegiate
circuit.
College audiences "are
usually better. In a college
situation there is not as much
drinking so the audience is
more alert," the comedian
said.
"And when you go to a rural
school (the students) are excited to see anyone. When you
spend all day poking around
in a yeast culture, you're excited."
At the University of Florida's 1989 homecoming
celebration, he performed before a crowd of at least 70,000.
"That was a major moment," he said. "It's the biggest audience I've had. You
can't get much bigger unless
you are the Pope."

Civil engineering seniors
help state save $60,000
Ten senior civil engineering
students at Rose-Hulman are
serving as design consultants on
Indiana Department of Transportation projects in Vigo, Sullivan and Putnam counties — saving the state up to $60,000.
Indiana Gov. Evan Bayh calls
the unique partnership between
the INDOT and Rose-Hulman's
civil engineering department as
an "ideal win-win situation."
For the Rose-Hulman students,
the projects provide invaluable
hands-on working experiences
with state officials. For its part,
INDOT officials assert the students' work cuts down on design
consulting fees and other project
costs.
"The students are working on
real-life problems, not just textbook exercises, and the state
benefits by having completed
plans ready for implementation,
without the cost of consulting
fees," says Bayh in announcing
the INDOT/Rose-Hulman
partnership.
"We have a chance to review
the work of potential employees,
and it gives INDOT a chance to

be recognized as an employer of
civil engineers. Success with this
pilot program could encourage
the pursuit of similar partnerships in the future."
INDOT Chief Highway Engineer Don Lucas worked closely
with Robert Houghtalen, associate professor of civil engineering
at Rose-Hulman, to develop the
partnership.
In its second year, RoseHulman's senior design class is
believed to be the only such program in Indiana.
"This is a significant opportunity for students to have firsthand experience with the quality
of work employers and clients
will expect from them as civil
engineers," Houghtalen said.
Working in three- and fourman teams, students are required to spend 200- to 250-hours
to complete each project. Each
team selected their own project,
and have prepared oral and written progress reports to keep INDOT officials informed on each
project. Students are graded on
the basis of their overall performance.

"Our students are taught tremendous lessons by the opportunity to work with experts in their
field of study (bridges, road construction, land development),"
Houghtalen said. "They learn to
work as a team to solve problems, and, for possibly the first
time, get to reinforce the lessons
they've been taught in the classroom.
"Also,from what I've seen, the
project coordinators seem to get
a kick out of working with students and helping them learn
more about engineering," the
professor said.
Houghtalen helped develop the
senior design program two years
ago. Last year, students completed projects for the Terre
Haute Engineering's Office and
Indiana Department of Natural
Resources.
Here's a list of the work projects senior civil engineering students at Rose-Hulman are working on for the Indiana Department of Transportation:
Transportation Study of U.S.
(Continued on Page 4)

War creates demand for experts from college ranks
(CPS) — The war has created
a media boom for college professors. They are being interviewed by reporters
seemingly all the time.
During the first four days of
war, for example, seventeen interviews with Rose-Hulman professors were conducted.
During the first seven days of
war, University of Louisville History Department Chairman Justin McCarthy - who specializes in
the history of the Middle East claims to have been interviewed
by reporters from "at least 12"
local television and radio stations.
"We do get inundated with
calls" from reporters seeking
professors to interview about the
war, noted Anne Jones of
Georgetown University's public
relations department.
"We've had some calls for Iraqi, Kuwaiti and Israeli students," added Scott Edwards,
senior publicist for Boston University.
"We've been swamped," said
John Drees, Louisville's acting
news director.
Drees said Louisville has gotten "literally dozens" of interview requests for experts,
usually professors, since allied
forces started bombing Iraq,

Rose-Hulman Professors in the Media
Dale Bremmer

Economic impact of the war

Pat Brophy

Psychological effects of the war

Dennis Lewis

Chemical and biological warfare

Major Seiter (ROTC)

Army spokesman

Thad Smith

Regular political analyst for
VVTHI-TV, Tribune Star and
popular speaker at service clubs

Jan. 16 through the completion of
the ground offensive.
The American media's appetite for talking to anyone who
might know anything about the
war in the Persian Gulf has
proven to be massive, the campus publicists report.
The onslaught of requests to interview professors, however, is
not entirely unprovoked,
Hundreds of campuses publish
directories of professors and administrators listed as "experts"
in their various fields.
The University of Connecticut,
for instance, offers someone to
comment on the horrors of chemical and biological weapons.

The University of WisconsinMadison offers professors to talk
to reporters about the effects of
war on Arab students in the U.S.
and on archaeologically precious
sites in the Mid East.
Still other schools like Princeton and the University of Akron,
among others, reacted to the outbreak of hostilities by sending
media outlets names of professors willing to comment about
it.
University of Akron officials
say many calls they have received since war broke out were
generated by the press release.

Air Force ROTC visits Scott Air Force Base
by Tom Valentine
Ten cadets from Air Force
ROTC Det. 218, Indiana State
University and Rose-Hulman,
visited Scott Air Force Base near
St. Louis. This base is home to
three major headquarters: Military Airlift Command (MAC),
U.S. Transportation Command
and Air Force Communications
Command.
The cadets and their escort,
Captain Paul Keresztes, were
billeted at Scott on the evening of
Jan. 24. The next morning cadets
ate breakfast at the Enlisted
Dining Hall, then received a
briefing at MAC headquarters.
This was followed by a tour of
the Air Rescue Coordination Center. Here the cadets learned how
each branch of the military contributes to our nation's total
search and rescue capability. At

Air Force Communications Command headquarters, the group
listened to a presentation of the
history of communications in the
military, stretching back to
World War I. Several examples
of equipment used in the past
were combined with a slide show
on the importance of communications in today's high-tech
forces.
The cadets were treated to
lunch at the Officers' Club, but
the highlight of the trip was a
flightline inspection of a C-9
Nightingale, used by MAC for
medical evacuation. Pilots,
nurses, and medical technicians Air Force ROTC cadets tour
of the 375th Aeromedical Airlift the facilities at Scott Air Force
Wing transport patients to and Base.
from 600 hospitals throughout Captain Keresztes
is currently
North America.
planning another visit to GrisThis trip was informative and som Air Force
Base in northern
motivational for the cadets, and Indiana.
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Opinion
Al STAKE.IS NOT SOME DISTANT
COUNTRY CALLED KUWAiT, AT STAKE
IS THE KIND OF WORLD WE
WILL INHABIT.

Letter to the Editor
Racism at Rose
I am writing to you so to expose the condition of the nation and in microcosm, the
Rose-Hulman student body.
The current condition of the
nation is detestable. People
are blinded by their flags and
pride, they are unable to see
the realism in the Gulf region.

Racism is rampant. We are
taught to hate the Arabs.
They are sub-human false-god
worshipping mongrels that
raped an "innocent" nation.
We justify our hate in the
name of "American" values.
We are so eager to judge
the Middle Eastern world by
the so-called "Christian"values of the American church.
Need I remind all the "Christians" that Jesus says, "But I
tell you who hear me: Love
your enemies, do good for
those who hate you, bless
those who curse you, pray for
those who mistreat you."
(Luke 6:36)

One example of racism on
Campus was an employee
that works in the security office placed a picture of Saddam Hussein with a bull's-eye
on his face on the toilet in the
Security office. The picture
was removed under order of
his superior, but even the su-
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perior admitted that he enjoyed the picture.
Another example of racism
is the selling of T-shirts by the
Sigma Nu fraternity. These
shirts read "Irack Suqs." And
on the back "Bomb Saddam."
Complete with a picture of an
American airplane leaving
the scene of where a bomb
was dropped. All of these actions were done deliberately
and without respect to the students that attend Rose who
are Middle Eastern.
I reject these hate mongers
that feel it necessary to hate
to be accepted. I reject the
racism at Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology. I reject
those who hate for patriotic
reasons. Racism proliferates
cyclic violence. Racism is a
visible marker of evil. Evil
serves no good, and good
serves no evil.
We are confronted with a
choice to hate and promote
reciprocating violence, which
favors the American military
establishment, or to unequivocally denounce racism
and not desensitize ourselves
to the pain of others. We are
the future of this country. Our
choices are inextricably linked to the future of this country. Let us not be rash in making our judgemants of others.
Ronald J. Berry

Ballyhoo
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Stop... new world order time!
The war in the Persian Gulf, as
carried out by the U.S. and its
allies, is physically finished. I
must face the fact that rightly or
wrongly, many soldiers on both
sides have died as tools of their
governments, and many citizens
who cared little about world
domination or world policing became caught in the crossfire of
political and economic interests.
As long as I can accept this, I
might as well look with hope
toward the future—the aftermath of the war, and the New
World Order that will be part of
it.
Bush has spoken of this "New
World Order," as he calls it, that
will overcome these minor obstacles and crises and continue the
uniting of the countries of the
world in a lasting peace.
Is this mere rhetoric, used only
to gain support for the war?
Most likely, yes, but it is
nonetheless inspiring to look
toward a near future in which
major hostilities vanish and
minor imbalances are corrected
by the morally correct
superpowers. Of course, an underlying cause of every major
war has been this hope for peace
afterward; even WWI was called
"The War to End all Wars." But
maybe this one really is. We can
all hope.
Let's take a close look at what
this New World Order will mean.
First off, it will mean restoring
Kuwait to freedom. That is a noble cause, but what does it really
mean? Freedom is a relative
term, and in this context it's being used very loosely. The State
Department gave a report to
Congress on the state of human
rights in the Allied nations. Overall, they reported that the nations joining in the fight were
"non-democratic, repressive
societies where torture is practiced, criticism of the government is forbidden and judicial
punishment can be exceptionally
brutal." About the country of
Kuwait, the State Department
had this to say: "Kuwait's Emir
has severely restricted political
rights by suspending the parliament in 1986 and continuing to
suppress basic liberties including women's and workers'
rights. (There have been) instances of arbitrary arrest, mis-
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I Don't Even
Want To
Think About
It! by
Kevin Neilson
treatment of prisoners, and lack
of due process...Kuwait was ultimately ruled by the whims of
its emir, not an elected president." So the freedom that the
people of Kuwait will have in the
New Order will not be any freer
than the freedom they had before. In fact, the differences between life in Kuwait under Hussein and under the Emir are
doctrinally few. One government
is just more "legitimate" than
the other.
In the New Order, the Allied
nations would profit and be allowed to continue to govern as
they had before. This includes,
according to the U.S. State
Dept.: "...torture and illtreatment of detainees..." One
source noted that the report cited
gave Saudi Arabia one of the
harshest assessments of all the
Allies.
So in the New Order there
won't be freedom, but there will
be peace. So peace must be more
important to Bush. But if peace
is more important than freedom,
then we wouldn't logically be
fighting for freedom...
Basically, the New Order
would restore the Middle East to
its former self, where religious
leaders attempt to destroy one
another.
What does the New Order
mean for this country? Does it
mean more economic stability
once the oil prices level out? No,
the U.S. is heading toward even
more dire economic straits.
Bush's proposed budget that he
has sent to Congress includes the
largest deficit in U.S. history. It
exceeds the record largest of
1986, and it is $98 million more,
an almost 50% increase, over
last year's deficit. Our position
in the New Order will not be one
of financial stability.

Will the U.S. be a kind, gentle,
superpower in the New Order
that all countries look to for help
and advice? Probably more of
the former and none of the latter.
The Crown Prince of Jordan predicts that it will take generations
to relieve Moslem anger against
the U.S. and its allies. "I think
there is increasing unrest in the
Arab and Muslim streets from
Morocco to Indonesia," he said,
and added, "This is fratricide,
and no Arab, effectively, is going
to sit by and say he takes pleasure in seeing Saudis killing Iraqis..." It does not appear that
any tensions in the Middle East
will be erased by the New Order.
What about the Soviet Union?
How will they fare in the New
Order? Peace among the republics of the Soviet Union does not
look too hopeful and their future
not too bright.
What about El Salvador and
the rest of Central America, subsidized by one power or another?
Will their respective enemies
come to terms under the New Order?
The New World would be one
of compromise and concession.
Governments would get over differences in politics and religion
and learn to coexist in the world
without the need to physically
dominate over the other. But the
U.S. does not seem to be
compromising its position at all.
The U.S. says no saving face, no
negotiations. Countries can not
live in a New Order with no
negotiations—peace itself is a
compromise.
The idea of a New World Order
is great. I love it. The Moslems
and Jews will live in peace and
harmony. Small wars will be
quelled by the omniscient and
omnipotent superpowers. The
world will be one united economic community, made up of
culturally independent entities.
Not only will this not happen, I
fear that nothing will be an improvement over the old world order. I fear that this war, like
most before it, will do nothing for
world peace and will have been
fought in vain. Just another
means of obliterating peace and
wasting lives.
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Morin competes in wrestling tourney for 2nd straight year
Matt Morin admits to having
an enormous fear of failure.
Luckily, he hasn't experienced
such uneasiness during his
wrestling career.
You see, there's very little that
the Spencer native hasn't accomplished on the mat in recent
years. Consider this honor roll
from Morin's wrestling career:
* A 75-15-2 record over the past
three years in the 150- and 158pound weight classes at RoseHulman.
* Three straight Indiana Collegiate Athletic Conference
weight class titles (150 pounds in
1989 and '90; 158 pounds in 1991).
He was named the most valuable
wrestler of this year's ICAC
meet.
* An Indiana state championship in 1988 as a senior at Owen
Valley High School.
* Countless amateur state
championships.
"I want to be a success in
everything I do," says Morin,
who has a near-perfect 3.92 (out
of 4.0) grade point average in
two academic majors: mathematics and applied optics. "That
fear of failure pushes me every
day. My parents (Paul and
Marilyn Morin of Route 4 in
Spencer) never had to push me
to do anything. If I wanted it, I
got it done."
Now, Morin wants a national
championship. He got a chance
this past season when he joined
the nation's top 158-pound wrest-

Matt Morin
lers at the NCAA Division III
national championships at Augustana College in Rock Island,
Ill. He qualified for the NCAA
finals at 150 pounds in 1989.
Morin, seeded seventh in the
tournament, bowed out with a 1-2
record. The two losses were for a
combined three points. He
finished the season with a record
of 27-4-1, and 75-15-2 thus far for
his career.
"I've put myself into a position
to win the title. Now,I've just got
to take advantage of this opportunity," Morin said before the
competition. "I'd like to think
I'm better prepared (than 1989).
I'm more confident of my abilities, now." A separated collarbone kept Morin from winning
a match in the 1989 tournament.
"It wasn't a pleasant experience," he said.

Morin knows he's not invincible — even though some of his
opponents might disagree.
For instance, he suffered a 6-2
loss to Bob Llorca of the University of Wisconsin-Whitewater in
the finals of the NCAA Midwest
regional at Olivet College in
Michigan. Llorca is the defending national champion and has
won 75 straight matches.
"Llorca is a real solid wrestler. I was glad to keep the score
low. I'd like to think I can beat
him when we meet again in the
NCAA tournament," says Morin,
as if he's assured of rematch.
His other loss this winter was to
Jim Tonte of the University of
Indianapolis — a Division II college. Morin had a 1-1-1 record
against Tonte this season.
Morin is also quite diligent in
his classroom duties. After all,
that's why he chose to attend
Rose-Hulman in the first place.
He completed final exams in
such courses as solid state devices, physical optics, digital
electronics and numerical analysis before traveling to the regional meet. He had just two
practices before stepping onto
the mat for his first match, a 13-4
win over Scott Koenings of
Wisconsin-Platteville.
"Matt surprises so many opponents with his execution of intricate moves," says RoseHulman Coach Mark Buti.
"When he's on top of his game,
he's unstoppable. Matt has

The 1991 team boasts seven
seniors, losing only one last year
to graduation. During the Florida trip, the team had several
outstanding statistics. On
offense, the team had a .361 batting average, and on defense had
a 2.40 earned run average. With
that excellent batting average
were five home runs (the team
only had eight for the entire season last year). Runs were plentiful, as the Engineers outscored
their opponents 68-32. Once on
base, the team stole 20 bases in
22 attempts (compared to 37 for
the season last year).
Brian Schwager and John

Competing for top honors
will be Division II teams St.
Joseph's University, Butler
University, and the defending
champion University of Indianapolis. Top contenders for
the Engineers are senior Larry Boxler in the pole vault,
and junior Tom Finkbiner in
the shot put and 35-pound

in smallbore competition with
541 points. Wilfred Wong had
the team high in the air rifle
with 350.

RIFLE TEAM: The RoseHulman Rifle Team continued
to excell as they were ranked
27th out of 58 teams in the
most recent national poll. The
team, coached by Kenny Hitt,
placed fifth out of ten in the
Western Intercollegiate Rifle
Conference meet where Hitt
was named the Coach of the
Year in the league. Of the
four Division III colleges in
the conference, the Engineers
placed the highest with a
score of 2142. Michael Ray
had the team's highest score

BOWLING: The Bowling Club
will send two teams to compete in the Buckeye Classic at
Ohio State University in Columbus, Ohio this weekend.
The team is coming off of an
emotional outing at the
Moorehead State Eagle Classic where Rob Williams and
Rob Harmon were the champions in the doubles competition. This was an excellent accomplishment for the young
team against such experienced competition.

Do You Want VISA & MasterCard Credit Cards?

AL.

No other tournaments have
yet been scheduled, but the
team hopes to compete extensively in the spring.

It's a fact of life Morin has become quite comfortable so far in
his career.

1991 Rose-Hulman Baseball Schedule
Site

Opponent

Date

Time

Sun., March 10

at DePauw University

Greencastle

1 p.m.

Tues., March 12

WISCONSIN-PARKSIDE (S)

Terre Haute

2 p.m.

Wed., March 13

at Wabash College

Crawfordsville

1 p.m.

Sat., March 16

BLACKBURN COLLEGE

Terre Haute

1 p.m.

Sun., March 17

MacMURRAY COLLEGE

Terre Haute

Noon

Sat., March 23

VARSITY/JV (S)

Terre Haute

Noon

Fri., March 29

at Albion College

Battle Creek, Mich, 1 p.m.

Sat., March 30

Olivet College

Battle Creek, Mich. 1 p.m.

Wed., April 3

JOHN CARROLL UNIV.(9)

Terre Haute

2 p.m.

Thurs., April 4

JOHN CARROLL UNIV.

Terre Haute

1 p.m.

Sat., April 6

at Manchester College*

N. Manchester

1 p.m.

Tues., April 9

at Hanover College*

Hanover

Sun., April 14

WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY Terre Haute

1 p.m.
1 p.m.

1 p.m.

Wed., April 17

WABASH COLLEGE*

Terre Haute

Sat., April 20

at Anderson University*

Anderson

1 p.m.

Sat., April 27

TAYLOR UNIVERSITY'

Terre Haute

1 p.m.

Sun., April 28

at Millikin University

Decatur, Ill.

1 p.m.

Sat., May 4

FRANKLIN COLLEGE`

Terre Haute

1 p.m.

DePAUW UNIVERSITY*
Terre Haute
Wed., May 8
(S) - Scrimmage Games/(9) Single, Nine-Inning Game
• Indiana College Athletic Conference Games

1 p.m.

FREE
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• Results GUARANTEED.
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No turn downs!

The general feeling of the
Rose team was that they had
fun and learned much despite
their losses.

"I don't know exactly how it
happens. I just win," he said.

Now you can have two of the most recognized and
accepted credit cards In the world...Visas and MasterCard°
credit cards...-in your name." EVEN IF YOU ARE NEW IN I
CREDIT or HAVE BEEN TURNED DOWN BEFORE!

SERVICES, INC.

The tournament went to
Earlham with Rose losing all
of its games. Inexperience
was the major downfall of the
young Rose team, but their
tenacity earned respect and
praise from their opponents.

At which point in the interview, Morin looks up and
smiles.

Sherrard led the team in hits
with eleven. Their respective
averages are now at .524 and
.458. Schwager also leads the
team in RBIs (13) and homeruns (2). Pitcher Tim Watson
has a 2-0 record.
This Sunday the Engineers will
travel to Greencastle to take on
DePauw University in a doubleheader. The Tigers were picked
to finish third in the conference,
while Rose was picked for
fourth. The games will begin at 1
p.m. On March 13, the team will
travel to Wabash College not
playing its first real home game
until Saturday March 16.

weight. Field events are
scheduled to begin at 9:30
a.m., and preliminaries in the
running events at noon.

The Rose-Hulman Ultimate
Club participated in its first
intercollegiate competition on
Feb. 17 at Ball State University. Earlham College also participated in the round robin
tournament with Rose and the
host school.

"I like to slow down the action
and wait for the opponent to
make a mistake," Morin said.
"I'm not very fast, not very
strong and I shy away from going for many takedowns."

IN OTHER ROSE SPORTS ACTION...
by Ken Koziol
Sports Editor
TRACK & FIELD: RoseHulman and Coach Bill
Welch's track team will host
the 1991 Little State Indoor Invitational this Saturday in
Shook Fieldhouse. Nine small
colleges in Indiana will take
part in the competition.

by Greg Wiley

Morin's wrestling style is unusual. Everything happens
above the waistline. He prefers
to wrap his arms around an opponent's shoulders. Within a few
seconds, the frustrated opponent
will find himself thrown by
Morin to the mat for a takedown
— or better yet, the pin. (Morin
has pinned 16 of his 30 opponents
this winter.)

Engineer baseball starts off BIG!
by Ken Koziol
Sports Editor
After a spring break full of sun
and baseball in Panama City,
Florida Coach Jeff Jenkins returned to Rose-Hulman with his
baseball team comfortably in the
win column. After the seven recorded games the team has a 6-1
record, which ranks as the best
start in Engineer history.
Last year, Jenkins began his
baseball coaching career at
Rose-Hulman with a 16-17 mark.
Despite improving on the number of victories in 1989 by nine,
he was not satisfied. And this
could be a good year for redemption.

Rose Ultimate Club
begins competition

gained quite a reputation. One
opposing wrestler was so intimidated that he put his uniform
on backwards for the match."
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Features

Senior CS majors to present paper on "Prettyplese"
EDITOR'S NOTE: Two groups
of Rose students will make presentations at a conference on undergraduate research to be held
March 21-23 at California Institute of Technology (CalTech).
This article is the first installment in a two-part series of features about the students and the
research.
by P.J. Hinton
Editor-in-Chief
Every Rose student who has
taken Computer Programming I
(CS 100) has encountered the
same problem at least once:
How does one enter in structured
language code (with all of its indentations) without having to hit
the tab key so often?
Rose-Hulman computer science majors Bob Burger and
Tony Zamora think they have a
convenient answer to the problem. It's called Prettyplese, and
they will present the results of
their efforts at an undergraduate
research conference at CalTech
in Pasadena, Calif., on Mar. 21.
The conference is sponsored by
an organization called EUREKA, which stands for Excellence in Undergraduate Research: Experience, Knowledge,
and Achievement.
According to Burger and
Zamora, Prettyplese is their
name for a language used to describe prettyprinters.
Here is a simple application: a
prettyprinter would be a godsend
to the poor CS 100 student who is
having troubles with code indentations for a WHILE-DO loop.
A prettyprinter would automatically format the code so it
would "look nice" in the words of
Zamora.
Such programs do exist; however, they have some disadvantages according to
Zamora.
One drawback is that prettyprinters for computer languages are often language
specific. In other words, a FOR
TRAN prettyprinter could not
format a piece of code written in
another language, such as C or
Pascal.
Another problem, Burger said,
is that the user has little control
over the appearance of the format, and if there is an option to
modify the format, the user must
learn the esoteric, highly formal
notation to specify the desired
format.
Burger said they wanted to develop a prettyprinter specifica-

CIVIL ENGINEERING
(Continued from Page 1)
40: Students Jim Neal of Terre
Haute, Rodney Adams of
Lafayette and Jerry Harris of
Miamisburg, Ohio, are conducting a traffic channelization study
on U.S. 40, from Ninth to 25th
streets, in Terre Haute. The
study will include geo-metrics,
speed and volume, level of service and signage. Daryl Huyett,
INDOT's Crawfordsville District
director, is the project monitor.
Jim McKinney, Rose-Hulman
Civil Engineering Department
Chairman, is the faculty coach.
Bridge Design In Sullivan
County: A four-student team is
developing the design of a threespan, continuous reinforced concrete slab bridge on Indiana 58
over Maria Creek in Sullivan
County. Undertaking the project
are Thomas Carrow of Laurel;
David Maxwell of Granite City,
Ill.; Tim Conarroe of Centerville; and Nick Gill of McArthur,
Ohio. Burl Dishongh, associate
professor of civil engineering, is
the faculty coach.
Reconstructiong U.S. 231 In
Cloverdale: Students are designing reconstruction of a portion of
U.S. 231 that travels through
Cloverdale. Their plans will include storm water drainage and
pavement reconstruction with
curb and gutters.

tion language that had a small
learning curve, so the application could be accessible to the
ordinary programmer.
Zamora remarked that their
work employed tools that are
normally used to develop software compilers, calling them
"off-the-shelf technology."
"We tried to make it more or
less what-you-see-is-what-youget," said Burger. The goal is to
make it possible for one to
almost "teach the program by
example," he added
They worked on the basic design as part of their two-quarter
senior computer science project,
but their encounters with prettyprinters started two years
ago.
As sophomores in their data
structures class, they had to develop a prettyprinter in ADA.
Zamora furthered his experience with prettyprinters in his
software engineering course by
writing a Modula-2 prettyprinter.
Soon afterward, both he and
Burger decided that they could
generate a prettyprinter on a
more general level.
Zamora said the first design
stage is completed, and they are
ready to build a prototype. Since
Burger graduated after the winter quarter, senior computer science major Michael Brier will be
working with Zamora to complete the prototype.
The prototype will be used to

get the feedback necessary to
tailor the program to the user's
needs and desires. Burger and
Zamora expect the final version
to come with a standard library
of language formats which could
be easily customized by the user.
Zamora plans to continue his
research on prettyprinters in
graduate school. He is considering attending Carnegie-Mellon,
Indiana University, and the University of Illinois at UrbanaChampaign.
Burger is now working for
Bristol-Myers Squibb in Evansville and is planning to marry in
May. He is considering returning
to graduate school within the
next three years.
Both students had high regards
for their undergraduate research

Bob Burger (left) and Tony Zamora hope to make the life of
the programmer easier with their undergraduate research
efforts.
photo by: Brian Dougherty
experiences. Zamora said, "Peo- added, "(Students) have a treple considering graduate school mendous amount of freedom to
get a taste of research," and be creative."

RA Spotlight
Name: Chad Elmore
Hometown: Thibodaux, Louisiana
Major: Chemistry
Favorite Element: Dysprosium
Worst lab experience: Having my head in the hood when some nitrogen triiodide exploded
Rose Activities: SAB, RHA, Alpha Chi Sigma, Army ROTC, German
Club
Favorite Sports Teams: Any team south of Baton Rouge
Greatest Asset: Height (5' 6")
Favorite Activity: PT at 6 a.m. (?)
Best part of being a RA: Helping people work out their problems
Event most looking forward to: Graduation in May
Favorite Female: Paula Abdul
Favorite Restaurant: Big Shoes
Favorite Cartoons: Duck Tales and Calvin Si Hobbes
Future Plans: Graduate school at the University of Illinois

Chad Elmore
photo by: Brien Dougherty

